
MOBILE APPLICATION
CYBERSECURITY

NETWORK DEEP SCANNING

Evolve scans your network for surface vulnerabilities, like exposed RDP ports,
notifying your organization of any exposure to hackers. 

Exposed RDP Ports 

PHISHING SIMULATION CAMPAIGNS

Evolve can automatically send your organization phishing emails to identify &
educate "red flag" employees that are a little too curious! 

Red Flag Employees 

FORENSIC EXPERT ADVICE

Evolve has a team of forensic experts readily available to answer any
cybersecurity related questions that may come up. 

Cybersecurity Questions?

Evolve monitors the Dark Web in real time, alerting your organization if any 3rd
party loses your sensitive login information. 

24/7 DARK WEB MONITORING
Stolen Login Credentials 

Evolve MGA's mobile app offers policyholders 24/7 dark web
monitoring, critical security tools, & free expert advice. Download
today on the App Store or Google Play.

NOTIFY CYBER CLAIMS INSTANTLY

Trigger an immediate call-back form our experienced team of responders.

Suffering an Incident?

STEP BY STEP VIDEO DIRECTIONS

https://evolvemga.com/evolve-mobile-app/


$7,500 MARKET VALUE

Evolve MGA policyholders get free access to the
following "cybersecurity specialist" vendors.

BLACKFOG

BlackFog will provide your organization with a Threat Intelligence Report to spot
any malicious activity, including existing ransomware, over a 7 day period.

Threat Intelligence Report

NINJIO

Ninjio will send your employees 4 minute, gamified videos on real types of
cyber attacks and how to prevent falling victim to them. 

Employee Cybersecurity Training

CONTROL CASE 

Control Case provides a 40 minute consultation to identify if your
organization's sensitive information complies with foreign, federal, state, &
private privacy regulatory laws. 

Privacy Compliance Audit

Darktrace's artificially intelligent cybersecurity technology identifies & prevents
cyber attacks on your organization in real time, autonomously shutting down
hackers by monitoring your organization's entire digital footprint, including data
wherever it resides (cloud, SaaS, email, endpoints, IoT, & physical systems).

DARKTRACE
Identify & Prevent Cyber Attacks

CYBERSECURITY VENDORS

riskmanagement@evolvemga.com
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